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Comatose: The Book Of Maladies
GENERAL INTRODUCTION This study of the concept of health is an attempt to combine central ideas
in modern philosophy of medicine with certain results from analytical action theory. What emerges
from the study is a concept 'of health based on an action-theoretic foundation. A person's health is
characterized as his ability to achieve his vital goals. The general conception is not new. This study
has been inspired by a number of scholars, both ancient and modern. The most important influences
from the latter have been those of Georges Canguilhem, H. Tristram Engelhardt Jr. , Caroline
Whitbeck and Ingmar Porn. The novel aspect of this book consists of elaborations made to the general
conception. First, the action-theoretic platform is analysed in some detail. The nature of the ability
involved, as well as the conditions for having that ability, are specified. Second, the vital goals of man
are given considerable attention. Some previous attempts to define such vital goals are analysed and
criticized. A new characterization is proposed, in which the vital goals are conceptually linked to the
notion of happiness. A person's vital goals are such states of affairs as are necessary and together
sufficient for his minimal happiness. Third, a number of consequences of this con ception are
observed and analysed. One issue which is particularly empha sized is that of whether the concept of
health is a theoretical or a normative concept.
A study in the collision between Western medicine and the beliefs of a traditional culture focuses on a
hospitalized child of Laotian immigrants whose belief that illness is a spiritual matter comes into
conflict with doctors' methods.
Outside London behind a stone wall stands Lake House, a private asylum for genteel women of a
delicate nature. In the winter of 1859, recently-married Anna Palmer becomes its newest arrival,
tricked by her husband into leaving her home, incarcerated against her will and declared hysterical
and unhinged. With no doubts as to her sanity, Anna is convinced that she will be released as soon as
she can tell her story. But Anna quickly learns that liberty will not come easily. And the longer she
remains at Lake House, the more she realises that - like the ethereal bridge over the asylum's lake nothing is as it appears. She begins to experience strange visions and memories that may lead her to
the truth about her past, herself, and to freedom - or lead her sofar into the recesses of her mind that
she may never escape.
Not too long ago, there was no coming back from death. But now, with revolutionary medical
advances, death has become just another serious complication as David Casarett shows in this
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compelling volume. The entire history of resuscitation, from ancient times to today, is here explored,
thus revealing exactly how malleable the term 'dead' actually is.
A memoir of the author's ten years as a medical student, intern, and resident at New York's 250-yearold Bellevue Hospital.
There are disorders that defy treatment with prescribed pharmaceuticals: a man's hands shake so
hard that he cannot hold anything; a woman is mired in severe inescapable depression. For these
patients and others, an alternative is emerging: deep brain stimulation. In this fascinating and timely
investigation, well-known science writer Jamie Talan explains a cutting-edge medical development
that is surprising and impressing researchers around the world. More than 40,000 people worldwide
have undergone deep brain stimulation, which involves implanting electrodes in the brain that are
connected to a device similar to a pacemaker. With compelling profiles of patients and an
introduction to doctors and scientists who are pioneering the research, Talan describes the ways in
which deep brain stimulation has produced promising results in the treatment of diseases such as
Parkinson's disease, depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and dystonia—as well as the ethical
issues that have arisen in the course of this research.
"First published by Faber and Faber Limited, 1988"--Title page verso.
This open access book takes a multidisciplinary approach to provide a holistic understanding of late
old age, and situates the aged person within the context of family, caregivers, clinical and other
institutions. All through the book, the author discusses preparedness for an aging individual as well
as the society in the Indian context. The book highlights inevitable but mostly neglected health issues
like depression, dementia, fall, and frailty and provides detailed analyses of solutions that are
practicable in low resource settings. It also brings up intergenerational differences and harmony in
the context of holistic care of older Indians. Alongside clinical perspectives, the book uses narratives
of elderly patients to dwell on the myriad of problems and issues that constitute old age healthcare.
Demonstrating cases that range from the most influential to the most underprivileged elderly in
India, the book enlightens multiple caregivers—doctors, nurses, and professional caregivers as well as
family members—about the dynamic approach required in dealing with complex issues related to late
old age. The narratives make the book relatable and interesting to non-academic readers, with
important lessons for gerontological and geriatric caregiving. It is also of use to older adults in
preparing for active aging.
English, August
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Broken
A Doctor Investigates the Blurred Lines Between Life and Death
Cheating Death
Trouble in Paradise
How to Get Things Right
Politically Correct Bedtime Stories
Organ Harvesting, the Ice-water Test, Beating Heart Cadavers : how Medicine is Blurring the Line
Between Life and Death
Rogers Hornsby
Comatose
Schwartz's Clinical Handbook of Pediatrics
Singular Intimacies
Perspectives and Narratives from India
In Trouble in Paradise, Slavoj Žižek, one of our most famous, most combative philosophers, explains how we can find a
way out of the crisis of capitalism. There is obviously trouble in the global capitalist paradise. But why do we find it so
difficult to imagine a way out of the crisis we're in? It is as if the trouble feeds on itself: the march of capitalism has
become inexorable, the only game in town. Setting out to diagnose the condition of global capitalism, the ideological
constraints we are faced with in our daily lives, and the bleak future promised by this system, Slavoj Žižek explores the
possibilities—and the traps—of new emancipatory struggles. Drawing insights from phenomena as diverse as “Gangnam
Style” to Marx, The Dark Knight to Thatcher, Trouble in Paradise is an incisive dissection of the world we inhabit, and the
new order to come.
Finding the truth in the present means understanding their past. Newly promoted to full physicker, Alec still struggles
with his place in the University. Friends treat him differently and the master physickers no longer allow him to study with
them. After everything that has happened, he's still an outsider. When his father arrives at the university for healing, Alec
must use everything he learned from him in order to save him, but even that might not be enough. He must discover the
secret of his illness by finding a way to work with the master physickers, but what he finds is unexpected and hints at a
greater plot taking hold. Sam wants nothing more than to head toward the Theln lands after her brother, but with Alec
needing her help, she postpones the journey. Rather than having the opportunity to help Alec, she finds herself chasing
details of the past Marin has hidden, only to realize the deception to the city runs much deeper than she could ever had
imagined. Could it be that Marin had actually saved Tray as she claimed? Though they have both progressed in knowledge
and ability, it still might not be enough to stop a plot against the city that has gestated for years and finally threatens to
come to fruition. The truth behind the plot has the potential to destroy the city, if it doesn't destroy Sam and Alec first.
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Adaptations of classic fairy tales and bedtime stories remove all kinds of bias and objectionable language from such
traditional tales as "Chicken Little," "Rapunzel," "The Three Little Pigs," and "Cinderella."
Esther Amini grew up in Queens, New York, during the free-wheeling 1960s. She also grew up in a Persian-Jewish
household, the American- born daughter of parents who had fled Mashhad, Iran. In CONCEALED she tells the story of
being caught between these two worlds: the dutiful daughter of tradition-bound parents who hungers for more selfdetermination than tradition allows. Exploring the roots of her father's deep silences and explosive temper, her mother's
flamboyance and flights from home, and her own sense of indebtedness to her two Iranian-born brothers, Amini uncovers
the story of her parents' early years in Mashhad, Iran's holiest Muslim city; the little known history and persecution of
Mashhad's underground Jews; the incident that steeled her mother's resolve to leave; and her parents' arduous journey to
the United States, where they found themselves facing a new threat to their traditions: the threat of freedom.
Determined to protect his only daughter from corruption, Amini's father prohibits talk, books, higher education, and tries
to push her into an early Persian marriage. Can she resist? Should she? Focused intently on what she stands to gain,
Amini eventually comes to see what she also stands to lose: a family and community bound together by food,
celebrations, sibling escapades, and unexpected acts of devotion by parents to whom she feels invisible. In this poignant,
funny, entertaining and uplifting memoir, Amini documents with keen eye, quick wit, and warm heart, how family
members build, buoy, wound, and save one another across generations; how lives are shaped by the demands and
burdens of loyalty and legacy; and how she rose to the challenge of deciding what to keep and what to discard.
In the city of Verdholm, canals separate the highborns in the center sections of the city from the lowborns along the outer
sections. The city is isolated, surrounded by a deadly swamp and steam fields which should protect the people of the city
from the dangerous outside world. Until it doesn't. For Sam, an orphaned thief who wants only to protect her brother,
protection means stealing enough so she can one day buy her way into a better section. She's a skilled thief, and when
she's offered a job that can change everything for her, what choice does she have but to take it? Alec is an apothecary
who longed to join the prestigious university and become a physicker, but they rarely accept students from the merchant
class, and he's now too old to enroll. The surprising discovery of strange magic can change his fortunes, but only if he can
fully understand it. When the natural protection of the city fails and her brother is thrown into danger, Sam must become
more than a thief to save him, but she can't do so by herself. Somehow, she and Alec are linked through an ancient magic
and together they might be the only ones able to stop an attack that threatens to disrupt the balance within the city and
bring the dangers of the outside world to them.
Organized by chief complaint, this comprehensive, pocket-sized handbook for medical students and early residents covers
the diagnosis and management of more than 80 common problems found in children, focusing on symptoms, differential
diagnosis, laboratory assessment, and various treatment options for each problem. Customers & reviewers note that the
major strengths of this book are its readability and ease of use. It contains the perfect amount of detail and emphasizes
high-yield topics that appear on end-of-rotation and in-service exams and really helps direct one's thinking process.
"What Mukherjee attempts, and succeeds in doing, is to offer what many students -- undergraduates as well as students
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of medicine, nursing, and public health -- have long clamored for: a primer not only of recent developments in global
health, but also a patient dissection of what has worked less well (and what hasn't worked at all)." --Paul Farmer, from
the foreword The field of global health has roots in the AIDS pandemic of the late 20th century, when the installation of
health care systems supplanted older, low-cost prevention programs to help stem the spread of HIV in low- and middleincome Africa. Today's global health is rooted the belief that health care is a human right, and that by promoting health
we can cultivate equity and social justice in places where such values aren't always found. An Introduction to Global
Health Delivery is a short but immersive introduction to global health's origins, actors, interventions, and challenges.
Informed by physician Joia Mukherjee's quarter-century of experience fighting disease and poverty in more than a dozen
countries, it delivers a clear-eyed overview of the movement underway to reduce global health disparities and establish
sustainable access to care, including details of what has worked so far -- and what hasn't. Grounded in the historical and
social factors that propagate health disparities and enriched with case studies and exercises that encourage readers to
think critically about the subject matter, this text is the essential starting point for readers of any background seeking a
practical grounding in global health's promise and progress.
A fascinating look at a bizarre, forgotten epidemic from the national bestselling author of The American Plague. In 1918, a
world war raged, and a lethal strain of influenza circled the globe. In the midst of all this death, a bizarre disease
appeared in Europe. Eventually known as encephalitis lethargica, or sleeping sickness, it spread worldwide, leaving
millions dead or locked in institutions. Then, in 1927, it disappeared as suddenly as it arrived. Asleep, set in 1920s and
'30s New York, follows a group of neurologists through hospitals and asylums as they try to solve this epidemic and treat
its victims-who learned the worst fate was not dying of it, but surviving it.
Tormina
The Current State of Evidence and Recommendations for Research
Handbook of Evidence-Based Critical Care
From the End of History to the End of Capitalism
A New Treatment Shows Promise in the Most Difficult Cases
The Health Effects of Cannabis and Cannabinoids
Blindsight
Health and Wellbeing in Late Life
An Action-Theoretic Approach
A Hmong Child, Her American Doctors, and the Collision of Two Cultures
A Novel
The Emperor of All Maladies
Asleep

"In the tradition of Oliver Sacks, a tour of the latest neuroscience of schizophrenia, autism, Alzheimer's disease,
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ecstatic epilepsy, Cotard's syndrome, out-of-body experiences, and other disorders--revealing the awesome power
of the human sense of self from a master of science journalism Anil Ananthaswamy's extensive in-depth
interviews venture into the lives of individuals who offer perspectives that will change how you think about who
you are. These individuals all lost some part of what we think of as our self, but they then offer remarkable,
sometimes heart-wrenching insights into what remains. One man cut off his own leg. Another became one with
the universe. We are learning about the self at a level of detail that Descartes ("I think therefore I am") could
never have imagined. Recent research into Alzheimer's illuminates how memory creates your narrative self by
using the same part of your brain for your past as for your future. But wait, those afflicted with Cotard's syndrome
think they are already dead; in a way, they believe that "I think therefore I am not." Who--or what--can say that?
Neuroscience has identified specific regions of the brain that, when they misfire, can cause the self to move back
and forth between the body and a doppelganger, or to leave the body entirely. So where in the brain, or mind, or
body, is the self actually located? As Ananthaswamy elegantly reports, neuroscientists themselves now see that
the elusive sense of self is both everywhere and nowhere in the human brain"-Something strange is happening on the high-orbital space station called Halo, and the men who run the
corporation who own Halo don't know what it is. SenTrax has hired freelance data auditor Mikhail Gonzales to find
out. Why are the resources of Aleph, the artificial intelligence that operates Halo's systems, being diverted to the
experimental sections? Who authorized the extraordinary life-support systems being built?
Based on a true story. A man's encounter with an extraterrestrial being breaks down the illusions of life and the
institutions that govern such illusions, such as religion, science, and governmental sovereignty. The information is
eye and mind opening and filled with the realities that intelligent life on earth is simply one planet out of billions
that exist in the Milky Way galaxy, which is teeming with similar and much more exotic, super being, type life
forms. The earth is not flat, it is not the center of the universe, and certainly is not unique in any way, shape, or
form.
Examines how the business of organ harvesting further complicates the process of death declaration and
evaluates how death has been determined throughout history.
Exiled by his family. Claimed by thieves. Could his dark ability be the key to his salvation? Rsiran is a
disappointment to his family, gifted with the ability to Slide. It is a dark magic, one where he can transport himself
wherever he wants, but using it will only turn him into the thief his father fears. Forbidden from Sliding, he's
apprenticed under his father as a blacksmith where lorcith, a rare, precious metal with arcane properties, calls to
him, seducing him into forming forbidden blades. When discovered, he's banished, sentenced indefinitely to the
mines of Ilphaesn Mountain. Though Rsiran tries to serve obediently, to learn to control the call of lorcith as his
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father demands, when his life is threatened in the darkness of the mines, he finds himself Sliding back to Elaeavn
where he finds a black market for his blades - and a new family of thieves. There someone far more powerful than
him discovers what he can do and intends to use him. He doesn't want to be a pawn in anyone's ambitions; all he
ever wanted was a family. But the darkness inside him cannot be ignored - and he's already embroiled in an
ancient struggle that only he may be able to end.
Significant changes have taken place in the policy landscape surrounding cannabis legalization, production, and
use. During the past 20 years, 25 states and the District of Columbia have legalized cannabis and/or cannabidiol
(a component of cannabis) for medical conditions or retail sales at the state level and 4 states have legalized both
the medical and recreational use of cannabis. These landmark changes in policy have impacted cannabis use
patterns and perceived levels of risk. However, despite this changing landscape, evidence regarding the shortand long-term health effects of cannabis use remains elusive. While a myriad of studies have examined cannabis
use in all its various forms, often these research conclusions are not appropriately synthesized, translated for, or
communicated to policy makers, health care providers, state health officials, or other stakeholders who have been
charged with influencing and enacting policies, procedures, and laws related to cannabis use. Unlike other
controlled substances such as alcohol or tobacco, no accepted standards for safe use or appropriate dose are
available to help guide individuals as they make choices regarding the issues of if, when, where, and how to use
cannabis safely and, in regard to therapeutic uses, effectively. Shifting public sentiment, conflicting and impeded
scientific research, and legislative battles have fueled the debate about what, if any, harms or benefits can be
attributed to the use of cannabis or its derivatives, and this lack of aggregated knowledge has broad public health
implications. The Health Effects of Cannabis and Cannabinoids provides a comprehensive review of scientific
evidence related to the health effects and potential therapeutic benefits of cannabis. This report provides a
research agendaâ€"outlining gaps in current knowledge and opportunities for providing additional insight into
these issuesâ€"that summarizes and prioritizes pressing research needs.
Published to overwhelming critical acclaim, this remarkable collection of short stories established A. M. Homes as
one of the most provocative and daring writers of her generation. Here you'll find the cult classic, "A Real Doll, "
the tale of a teenage boy's erotic obsession with his sister's Barbie doll; "Adults Alone, " which first introduced Paul
and Elaine, the crack-smoking yuppie couple whose marriage careens out of control in Homes's novel Music for
Torching; and "Looking for Johnny, " in which a kidnapped boy, having failed his abductors' expectations, is
returned home. Brilliantly conceived and sharply etched, these stories explore the American dream in ways
readers cannot forget. Working in Kodacolor hues, Homes offers an uncanny picture of a surreal suburbia -outrageous and utterly believable.
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Blindsight is the Hugo Award–nominated novel by Peter Watts, "a hard science fiction writer through and through
and one of the very best alive" (The Globe and Mail). Two months have past since a myriad of alien objects
clenched about the Earth, screaming as they burned. The heavens have been silent since—until a derelict space
probe hears whispers from a distant comet. Something talks out there: but not to us. Who should we send to meet
the alien, when the alien doesn't want to meet? Send a linguist with multiple-personality disorder and a biologist
so spliced with machinery that he can't feel his own flesh. Send a pacifist warrior and a vampire recalled from the
grave by the voodoo of paleogenetics. Send a man with half his mind gone since childhood. Send them to the
edge of the solar system, praying you can trust such freaks and monsters with the fate of a world. You fear they
may be more alien than the thing they've been sent to find—but you'd give anything for that to be true, if you
knew what was waiting for them. . . . At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
A Biography of Cancer
One Doctor
The Book of Maladies
Deep Brain Stimulation
Soldier Sword
Becoming a Doctor at Bellevue
The Birth of the Clinic
The Undead
Gray's Anatomy Review E-Book
Those Barren Leaves
Shocked
The Forgotten Epidemic that Remains One of Medicine's Greatest Mysteries
Exsanguinated

An unborn baby with a fatal heart defect . . . a skier submerged for an hour in a frozen Norwegian lake . . . a comatose
brain surgery patient whom doctors have declared a "vegetable." Twenty years ago all of them would have been given up
for dead, with no realistic hope for survival. But today, thanks to incredible new medical advances, each of these
individuals is alive and well . . .Cheating Death. In this riveting book, Dr. Sanjay Gupta-neurosurgeon, chief medical
correspondent for CNN, and bestselling author-chronicles the almost unbelievable science that has made these
seemingly miraculous recoveries possible. A bold new breed of doctors has achieved amazing rescues by refusing to
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accept that any life is irretrievably lost. Extended cardiac arrest, "brain death," not breathing for over an hour-all these
conditions used to be considered inevitably fatal, but they no longer are. Today, revolutionary advances are blurring the
traditional line between life and death in fascinating ways. Drawing on real-life stories and using his unprecedented
access to the latest medical research, Dr. Gupta dramatically presents exciting accounts of how pioneering physicians
and researchers are altering our understanding of how the human body functions when it comes to survival-and why
more and more patients who once would have died are now alive. From experiments with therapeutic hypothermia to
save comatose stroke or heart attack victims to lifesaving operations in utero to the study of animal hibernation to help
wounded soldiers on far-off battlefields, these remarkable case histories transform and enrich all our assumptions about
the true nature of death and life.
Finding the truth means risking everything. While trying to track down her brother, Sam discovers she isn't through with
Marin quite yet. An attack proves that a traitor sympathetic to Marin remains active in the city, but training prevents Sam
from finding answers. With the Thelns once more in the city, Elaine doesn't believe Sam should be involved in the
search, which means she has to go off on her own. Doing so risks her position at the palace, but any other choice puts
her brother in danger. Alec continues his studies and realizes how much he still has to learn at the university. Now that
he knows some of the master physickers are also Scribes, he wants answers, but his search places him at odds with
someone far more powerful than him. When Sam asks for his help with her quest to find the traitor, Alec has to make a
dangerous decision and the fallout will change their lives in the city. Failure means more than another Theln attack upon
the city-it means they might lose everything they have discovered about themselves.
Now in its second edition, Grayʼs Anatomy Review continues to be an easy-to-use resource that helps you relate
anatomy to clinical practice and pass your exams. Designed as a companion to Grayʼs Anatomy for Students, this
medical textbook is your indispensable resource for both in-course examinations and the USMLE Step 1. Consult this title
on your favorite e-reader, conduct rapid searches, and adjust font sizes for optimal readability. Enhance your
understanding of the subject and access more detailed information with specific page references to Grayʼs Anatomy for
Students, plus key answers and explanations to Grayʼs Basic Anatomy and Grayʼs Atlas of Anatomy. Challenge your
grasp of anatomical knowledge and the anatomical basis of disease with more than 500 high-quality, USMLE-style
questions, complete with answers and rationales, that mirror the actual USMLE Step 1. Visualize key concepts with
updated radiologic images and extensive use of photographs. Understand the latest imaging techniques as seen in
clinical practice with the most current knowledge available on todayʼs anatomical imaging modalities.
An assessment of cancer addresses both the courageous battles against the disease and the misperceptions and hubris
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that have compromised modern understandings, providing coverage of such topics as ancient-world surgeries and the
development of present-day treatments. Reprint. Best-selling winner of the Pulitzer Prize. Includes reading-group guide.
As Endric continues his search for the traitor Urik, a new threat emerges, one that demands the attention of the Denraen.
Now an officer, Endric should be a part of the planning, but the general seems determined to keep him from it. Endric
searches for information that might help him understand, and as he finally thinks he's getting close to discovering word
on Urik, he's sent from the city on what appears nothing more than a pointless mission. When an asset he cares for goes
missing, Endric betrays the Denraen to go after them, and doing so brings him into contact with the new threat. Endric
might be the only one able to respond, but doing so means he must lead, something he's struggled with since his
commission, and means he's drawn into a game of Urik's choosing, one where the stakes are his life and the leadership
of the Denraen.
Decades of peace has ended. The real battle is still to come. Sam and Alec work to understand their connected magic,
but the limited supply of easar paper limits them. Worse, Marin has again disappeared, leaving questions unanswered.
How can they be ready for another Theln attack if they don't have an opportunity to train with their abilities? New power
complicates everything. Sam wants to use it to continue taking jobs that will eventually buy her way into the nicer
sections of the city, but Alec sees a higher purpose to their magic. When an opportunity Alec thought he would never
have is offered, he needs to decide whether to follow his heart or his mind. Sam feels like she should be more than a
lowborn, but what is she without her Scribe? Strange attacks in the city leaves her thinking she and Marin aren't the only
Kavers remaining, but why would Marin keep that from her? Finding the answers she and Alec need puts both of their
lives in danger but might be the key to knowing whether she'll ever be anything more than a lowborn. The safety of the
city just might depend on it.
Diagnosed as bipolar at twenty-three, a young journalist struggles for a decade, fighting a cycle of depression and
euphoria. In this unique journey, we visit former loves and eccentric fellow sufferers, mental health institutions and
Benares. We relive his moments with Diana Eck and Deepika Padukone-and his reckonings with past wounds. Part
confession, part joyride and wholly enjoyable, this riveting debut announces a formidable new talent. Nevatia is a master
storyteller, empathetic, intelligent and witty. Here is the story of owning your narrative, no matter how difficult and
complicated it is. Here is How to Travel Light.
A relentless competitor, Rogers Hornsby--arguably the finest right-handed hitter in baseball's history--was supremely
successful on the baseball field but, in many ways, a failure off it. In this biography, Charles Alexander turns his skilled
eye to this complex individual, weaving the stories of his personal and professional life with a lively history of the sport.
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The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down
Survival in a Minefield of Medical Mistakes
The Man Who Wasn't There
Wasting
On the Nature of Health
Close Calls, Cold Cases, and the Mysteries of Medicine
Concealed
Halo
The Doctors and Medical Miracles that Are Saving Lives Against All Odds
The Checklist Manifesto
How to Travel Light
A Day with an Extraterrestrial
My Memories of Madness and Melancholia
"A first-person narrative that takes readers inside the medical profession as one doctor solves real-life medical
mysteries"--Provided by publisher.
Foucault's classic study of the history of medicine.
Blood magic can either save or destroy their city. With the true threat revealed, Sam and Alec search for Master
Helen and decide upon a dangerous gamble to uncover her plot. When Kavers turn up injured and drained of
blood, they fear they might already be too late. The search for Helen leads to a discovery that changes
everything Sam thinks about the Thelns and convinces her she needs to go after her brother. Reaching him is
dangerous and will leave the city unprotected, but if she doesn't, a far worse fate awaits. As Helen's plan
unfolds, Sam and Alec race to stop it, but they must discover what she truly intends or everyone with blood
magic will suffer. The key to stopping her is a secret kept from everyone in Verdholm for decades, but that same
key might be integral to her success.
The New York Times bestselling author of Better and Complications reveals the surprising power of the ordinary
checklist We live in a world of great and increasing complexity, where even the most expert professionals
struggle to master the tasks they face. Longer training, ever more advanced technologies—neither seems to
prevent grievous errors. But in a hopeful turn, acclaimed surgeon and writer Atul Gawande finds a remedy in the
humblest and simplest of techniques: the checklist. First introduced decades ago by the U.S. Air Force,
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checklists have enabled pilots to fly aircraft of mind-boggling sophistication. Now innovative checklists are
being adopted in hospitals around the world, helping doctors and nurses respond to everything from flu
epidemics to avalanches. Even in the immensely complex world of surgery, a simple ninety-second variant has
cut the rate of fatalities by more than a third. In riveting stories, Gawande takes us from Austria, where an
emergency checklist saved a drowning victim who had spent half an hour underwater, to Michigan, where a
cleanliness checklist in intensive care units virtually eliminated a type of deadly hospital infection. He explains
how checklists actually work to prompt striking and immediate improvements. And he follows the checklist
revolution into fields well beyond medicine, from disaster response to investment banking, skyscraper
construction, and businesses of all kinds. An intellectual adventure in which lives are lost and saved and one
simple idea makes a tremendous difference, The Checklist Manifesto is essential reading for anyone working to
get things right.
A Biography
The Dark Ability
A System of Practical Medicine
An Introduction to Global Health Delivery
Medical Malady
The Painted Bridge
An Indian Story
The Safety of Objects
Tales from the Edge of the Self
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